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For the first time in modern history, China has surpassed the United States as the 
largest exporter to the Middle East, with revenues totaling around $60 billion per 
year. Ben Simpfendorfer, chief China Economist for the Royal Bank of Scotland, 
suggests that the figure reflects a “historical rebalancing” in the global economy 
and that China-Middle East ties will continue to grow. Simpfendorfer offered his 
assessment at a Gulf Roundtable hosted by the CSIS Middle East Program on 
September 15, 2009.
Simpfendorfer credited the events of September 11, 2001 with spurring trade be-
tween China and the Middle East. Following the attacks, the United States im-
posed stricter visa requirements on Middle Eastern visitors, and the number of 
Arab nationals who received non-immigrant visas to the United States declined 
from 250,000 a year to 180,000. In addition, U.S. officials delayed the issuance of 
visas for many Arab traders for weeks as they performed security checks. Almost 
simultaneously, trade with China became easier. Chinese exports shot up with its 
induction into the World Trade Organization in December 2001, and China unof-
ficially relaxed its own visa requirements so that Arab traders typically only had 
to wait one day to receive visas. Ease of trading, combined with rising oil prices, 
boosted bilateral trade and led to an increase in Gulf Arab travelers to China.
China’s large Muslim population—nearly 20 million—has acted as both as a 
bridge and a restraint on Chinese-Middle Eastern ties. Many of the growing num-
ber of Chinese-Arabic translators are Chinese Muslims, and providing halal food 
for Muslim visitors to China is a growing business. At the same time, however, 
China’s treatment of its own Muslim population can be a sensitive issue, especial-
ly with regard to the Uighur minority in the west of China who constitute about a 
third of China’s Muslims. When government forces attacked Uighur populations 
in Urumqi last summer, there were sharp words from some corners of the Middle 
East. Even so, growing bilateral ties between China and regional governments 
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Given its declining share of the Middle East export mar-
ket, and its numerous security concerns in the region, 
some argue that the United States should feel threatened 
by the burgeoning Sino-Arab relationship. However, 
Simpfendorfer concluded that government strategy has 
played a relatively small role shaping the evolving Sino-
Middle Eastern relationship. “You have millions of 
Arab traders changing the way they behave and inter-
act with the global economy, which makes the change 
more powerful and difficult to reverse.” These changes 
are hard to detect and observe, since they originate pri-
marily among low-income people operating with little 
visibility on the national economic or political level.
Despite these challenges, Simpfendorfer argued that the 
Sino-Arab relationship affords the United States an op-
portunity to cooperate with China. In particular, he em-
phasized that both China and the United States have a 
mutual interest in keeping oil prices low and regional 
stability high in the Middle East. He even suggested that 
the United States should encourage China to export its 
growth model to the Middle East to help stimulate eco-
nomic development in the region. Most significantly, he 
contended that the Sino-Arab relationship was largely 
commercial in scope, and that China would continue to 
defer to the United States if it believed its activities in the 
Middle East were harming Sino-American relations. As 
examples he cited China’s cautious stance on the Iranian 
nuclear issue and its propensity to bow out of investment 
projects that conflict with U.S. security interests in the 
region.■

muted official criticism and helped stem harsh criticism 
in regional newspapers. 
Overall, Simpfendorfer characterized the emerging 
Sino-Arab relationship as inherently “unnatural.” Apart 
from the differences between an overwhelmingly atheist 
population and deeply religious ones, he also noted the 
relatively short history of trade relations between China 
and the Middle East and the lack of mutual understand-
ing in the academic and economic realms. In particular, 
he cited the dearth of Middle Eastern studies programs 
at Chinese universities and the lack of publications dedi-
cated to Arab—and especially Gulf—affairs in Chinese. 
He asserted that a surprising number of Chinese scholars 
of the Middle East get most of their information from 
U.S. sources, making them reliant on the changing intel-
lectual currents of Washington.
Simpfendorfer suggested that China’s desire is to look 
to Africa and Central Asia to satisfy its growing oil de-
mands and pursue alternative energy technologies. How-
ever, over the next decade, China is expected to account 
for 43 percent of the increase in world oil consumption, 
and Arab states are slated to account for 60 percent of 
the increase in world oil production. Thus, while unnat-
ural, the Sino-Arab relationship will be critical to China 
in sustaining its current level of economic growth.
The relationship itself, Simpfendorfer argued, will con-
tain elements of tension and cooperation. Rapidly rising 
Chinese exports to the Middle East have resulted in fac-
tory closings across the region. This development has in 
turn led to the implementation of protectionist tariffs by 
some governments and heightened the possibility of so-
cial unrest. However, due to the appreciation of Chinese 
currency (20 percent over the last few years), and ris-
ing land, transportation and environmental costs, Simp-
fendorfer predicted that Chinese manufacturers will 
be forced to outsource production to the Middle East, 
a shift that will benefit the region’s economies. Addi-
tionally, he asserted that the Middle East has expressed 
interest in learning from what Syrian President Bashar 
al-Assad has called al-tajriba al-siniyya (“The Chi-
nese experiment”), or the Chinese model for economic 
growth. In explaining this interest, Simpfendorfer rea-
soned that Beijing is easier for Arab states to emulate 
than is Washington, because China is less economically 
developed and therefore less daunting of a model than 
the United States.
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